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The source book of the Thrawn trilogy collects the material from The Heir to the Originbook Empire, Dark Power Rises Sourcebook, and the latest Command Sourcebook top shelf has been celebrated in the Dark Empire Origin Book as one of the best source books of West End games and an excellent entry point for a fan interested in getting acquainted with
role-playing origin books. The ORIGINAL WEG books published for Timothy Zahn's Thrawn trilogy, however, may be an even better introduction to the beginners' original books. Rich in extended universe theory, they herald Zan's trilogy with a backstory and background information examined by Zahn himself, providing an excellent avenue for those familiar
with the Thrac trilogy - and who doesn't? — immerse their toes in the original book pool, while also offering a lot to the experienced fan. The west end game originals are worth exploring for anyone interested in the expanded universe - ultimately, they're the basis for that. Although Yvock's books, comics and objects produced around the films are the earliest
material of the expanded universe, they were largely ignored during the flowering of the expanded universe of the 1990s. It was weg's Star Wars role-playing game, produced after the end of films in the 1980s, that began the task of building a systematically expanded universe, a dense web of background information, in the pages of its RPG originals. When
Timothy Zahn started the EU Renaissance, he used the source books as a reference material, based on an existing basis. The West End Games returned the favor by releasing origin books expanding on every trilogy novel; The three were later collected in the source book of the Theracun trilogy, with relatively minimal cuts to the collected material. With this
book of sources, you'll never lose again inside Mount Tanis! As the originals do, they expand the characters, locations, events and organizations of the trilogy, making these books vital resources in this period of New Republic history. The books include profiles of all the main characters and many minor characters who were never flesh and blood. If you want
to learn General Koval's story, or the background of the many members of the Smugglers' Alliance, that's the resource for you. Similarly, you can learn about new species coming from the planets zahan mentions, and learn the history of these worlds. Weapons, technology, ships -- the full details are here. If you like Golan Battle Stations, check out the source
books for more information. If you want to know how the new Republic government works and who its leaders are, that information is inside. There's even an explanation for Sabak's general. There's hardly anything that appears in books you can't learn more about than the original books, and the details are always fascinating and enlightening. But there's
more than just... Articles about the proposal. Scenes offer narratives beyond books. Do you want to read the moment Garam Bell Evelis left the rebellion? It's there. When Admiral Thrac first contacted Pelion? There. News reports in the universe from Britain during Theron's occupation? There. Documents in such a universe are common. A full copy of the
New Republic's proclamation includes the signatures of the leaders of the New Republic, while an oral account by Admiral Akbar mentions the creation of Wing B. There are articles of battle tactics complete with diagrams. Maps show card base layout and other settings. Amazing illustrations of events, people, locations and items honor the source book
pages. In short, no matter what kind of fan you are, there's something to appeal to your sensitivity. There's an account of Vader's recovery from Luke's hand and the Lightsaber - don't tell me you don't want to read that the attraction of these source books, though, isn't just the density of their information. The appeal is that they're good. They are well-written
documents, well written, telling interesting stories, building a fascinating background, and enriching the Star Wars universe. These are designed to provide facts in which role players can create their own plot lines in the universe, resulting in them being perfectly shaped to stimulate the imagination, to create a fascinating, detail-rich world, where the reader's
mind can linger. More than anything, WEG's origin books convey the sense of life within the Star Wars galaxy, and the origins of Theracon's trilogy are great examples of this phenomenon. Packed with information of all kinds and designed to engage in imagination, these origin books are perfect for anyone who wants to explore the Star Wars setting. The fact
that they're banking on star wars' best-known novels makes them an ideal entry point for anyone interested in looking at the offerings of star wars origin books. Source Books: Novels, Graphic Novels &amp; Films - Star Wars - D6 Role Playing GamesStar Wars Galaxy Hub Guides | Adventure First Edition | Second Edition Adventure | Source Books: Editions
1 and 2 | Adventure Diaries | Accessories &amp; Accessories | Micro MACHINESBROWSE My Star Wars items are currently stocked by Han Solo and the corporate sector before a young farm boy, a crazy old monk and two droids entered their lives, Han Solo and Chubacca were two of the most famous smugglers ever to cross the star routes. Their exploits
took them to the corporate sector, an area of space controlled by the Totalitarian Corporate Sector Authority. They crossed paths with evil slave dealers, paranoid authority officials behind the infamous End of Stars project and even Galendro, the most evil arms dealer in the space of authority. Relive their adventures in this book of origins, a guide for people,
places, events, technologies and weird Of Brian Daly Han Solo's moving novels at the end of the stars and Han Solo's vengeion. 1989 ... Michael Allen Horne... 144 pages (hard sebar) ... WEG 40042 ... ISBN 0874311993Cania amazon heir to Empire Sourcebook Guide Volume 1 of Timothy Zahn's three-book cycle 'Watch out for the Dark Side' ... A warning
to Luke Skywalker, and a call to arms for all forces of good and order in the New Republic. The Evil Empire and Darth Vader have been defeated and the Galactic War on Citizenship seems to have won, but the heroes of the New Republic must now fight new enemies. Join Luke, Han Solo, and Princess Leia as they face new challenges to galactic peace
and fight the forces of evil in reference to this companion to Timothy Zahn's bestselling novel Heir to the Empire! This volume includes complete information and game statistics on all characters, aliens, vehicles, droids, and spaceships from the bestselling novel! Return to a universe of rich details, sweeping power and mystical power! 1992 ... Bill Slavic...
144 pages... WEG 40056 (Hard Sebar), 40068 (Soft Skver) ... ISBN 0874311799/0874311861 Hard value: Buy at AmazonSoftcover:Buy on Amazon Apple Power costs Sourcebook Grand Admiral Thrawn's program to restore empire to total power revenue with appalling efficiency. Only the courage and skill of Princess Leia, Han Solo and Luke Skywalker
can stop him from delivering a killing stroke to the New Republic! As Theron's plots unfold, as Skywalker confronts the mad Dark Jedi Juros Cbaoth in the fight for the fate of the Jedi Knights, and the galaxy itself! Return to the wonder and excitement of this distant galaxy in this accompanying volume to Timothy Zahn's bestselling novel Rising Dark Power.
This book includes complete information and game statistics on all characters, aliens, vehicles, droids, planets and spaceships from this fascinating adventure. 1992/3 ... Bill Slavic... WEG 40058 (Hard Skever)/WEG 40074 (Soft Skver) ... ISBN 0874311829/0874311934Thus: Buy on AmazonSoftcover:Buy amazon the source book of the last command at
last! The astonishing conclusion to Timothy Zahn's three-book cycle adapted for Star Wars: Gameplaying Game.The New Republic faces a severe challenge from one rebuilt empire, with notoriousLy Great Imperial Admiral Theracon taking the battle to Coruscant, the heart of the New Republic! As Tharahan plans his last remarkable campaign, the bravest
heroes of the New Republic race across a country road in a desperate attempt to destroy the emperor's cloning chambers at Mount Tanis! Learn the story behind the story of this climactic confrontation between the Republic and the Evil Galactic Empire.Return to the wonder and excitement of a galaxy far from this accompanying volume for Timothy Zahn's
bestselling novel The Last Command. This book includes complete information and game statistics on all characters, aliens, vehicles, droids, And spaceships from this fascinating adventure. 1994 ... Eric Trautman... 144 pages (hard sebar) .. WEG 40059 ... ISBN 0874311977Cania on Amazon Apple Empire Sourcebook summarizes the events, characters,
and equipment in the Dark Empire comic book series from Dark Horse Comics. Following the deaths of Darth Vader and the Emperor and the destruction of the Second Death Star, the Rebel Alliance declared a new republic across three-quarters of the galaxy.But without the thousands of Jedi knights who formed the backbone of the Old Republic, the new
Confederacy was dangerous. Long years of seafighting-20,000,000-whole systems have become fortresses, bristles with firepower. Then, five years after the Battle of Andor, notorious Great Admiral Therouen attacked the young Republic, nearly knocking the young Republic to its knees. Eventually, Theracon was defeated. But, just days after Therhon's fall,
members of the emperor's ruling council survived a stunning attack on Corusant, and the vital Imperial. The system fell under imperial control again. It seems certain that a new empire is about to emerge from the ashes of the old. This possibility triggered a brutal war between the many imperial factions. Who sat in the emperor's throne? Who had the right --
and howling? The rebels were quick to seize the opportunity to sow confusion among the conflicting imperialists, using captured star armrouts to carry out hit-and-run fleeing to the war zones. During one such mission, Luke Skywalker, knight of the Jedi, learns more about the dark side and his hold on his family. He finds clues to an ominous fate for him and
his sister Leia's children. An enemy whose defeated thought has returned - a man imbued with all the power of the dark side himself! While esteemed programs are being put in place, new and exotic war machines are moving against the Republic. A dark empire has risen... 1993... Michael Allen Horne... 128 pages (hard sebar) ... WEG 40071 ... ISBN
0874311942 Bought on Amazon the source book of the film trilogy a comprehensive history of epic struggle between empire forces and those of the rebel alliance. It is told through profiles of those who lived through the battles, from the glorious victory over Yavin to the desperate holding action in The Heath, from the daring rescue of Princess Leia Oregana
to the decisive battle of Endor. Inside these pillars are the players, both large and minor, who passed the galactic stage not so many years ago and changed history forever. 1993 ... 158 pages (hard sebar) ... WEG 40076 ... ISBN 0874311985Cania on Amazon Stories of a Jedi companion and covering the stories of the Jedi series by Dark Horse
Comics.1996 ... George R. Streeton... 176 pages (hard sebar) ... WEG 40082 ... ISBN 0874312892Cania on Amazon ceasefire at Bakura Sourcebook The A guide to Kathy Tyers's novel The Truce in BakuraCold Blood Invaders Beyond Known Space; a desperate alliance with tattered imperial powers; A struggle for the survival of the rebel alliance itself!
Kathy Tyers' moving Star Wars novel rises to peace in The Book of Origins of Sakhabar Kesser. The Truce at Bakura Sourcebook is an official reference partner to the bestselling novel! 1996 ... Kathy Tyers and Eric S. Trautman... 150 pages (hard sebar) ... WEG 40085 ... ISBN 0874312566Cania at Amazon Jedi Academy Sourcebook Emperor resurrected
defeated, his empire a crumbling ruin. As Leia oregana Solo and the New Republic government struggle to rebuild in the wake of this devastating conflict, Luke Skywalker begins his search for new Jedi students. But the battle against the remnants of the Empire is not over, as a new threat stems from the terrifying Maw installation... A threat that could spell
the fate of the New Republic. The secrets of the infamous Castle Run, the Jedi Parxum on Yavin IV, the prototype of the Death Star, and the terrifying solar shredder are revealed here for the first time. The Jedi Academy's origin book contains detailed entries on the characters, events, technology, new forces of power, and a Sith learner long lost from Kevin
J. Anderson's moving novel trilogy. 1996 ... Paul Soudello... 114 pages (hard sebar) ... WEG 40114 ... ISBN 0874312744 Buy in Amazon Thrawn Trilogy Sourcebook Five years after the Battle of Andor, the war against the evil Galactic Empire finally ends as victorious New Republic forces reduce the imperial army once feared for the shadow of its former
power. Finally, peace seems possible. But looks can be deceiving. From the depths of the unknown regions, the heir to the empire emerges: a brilliant tactician, a ruthless adversary, and a devious warlord capable of leading the empire back to its former glory. A warlord named Admiral Theracun... The source book of the Thrawn Trilogy re-patterns and
updates material originally presented in source books covering Timothy Zahn's epic three-book cycle. This volume contains complete information and game statistics on all characters, aliens, creatures, vehicles, droids, planets and spaceships from empire heir novels, rising dark power and last command. 1996 ... Bill Slavich and Eric S. Trautman and
Timothy Zahn (forward) ... 248 pages... WEG 40131 ... ISBN 0874312809Cania in the Amazon Shadows of the Origin Book of the Empire Official Companion to the Shadows Of The Empire's novel.After his defeat on cloud city, Luke Skywalker finds himself a deadly paw tool between Darth Vader and the mysterious and dangerous leader of the Black Sun
crime syndicate confronting bounty hunters and his worst fears, Luke must lead a daring rescue mission to the world of thrones. That's where he'll confront the enemies lurking in the shadows of, ... Peter Schweighofer... 128 pages (hard sebar) ... WEG 40122/40123 ... ISBN 0874312817Cania in the Amazon Shadows of the Stars Empire The Shadow Guide
of the Empire Planets Guide features a comprehensive coverage of Steve Perry's new planets of the best of the empire novel's shadows - from geography and politics to military organizations and famous people. Each episode includes detailed contours for adventure. You and your group can explore the planets of the shadows of the Empire in no time.• Visit
the jungle home world of Greedo of Rodia, where hunting is not only earth's favorite sport, but the most respected profession. Just worry that you are the hunter and not the prey!• Vergesso Base is a very carefully hidden shadowport where all kinds of scum and villains gather to do business with the underworld. Get caught up in the spice trade or rebellion,
free some mandoes from the SlaveRs Association, or help fend off an imperial assault.• Land on Bothawui and enter the world of spynets and intrigue. Immerse yourself in the big game by the desertion nour of an imperial bureaucrat, or head to the wilderness to deal with predators with more direct ways to deal with you.• Head to Kothlis, the border world of
Bothan space. Run an sabotage mission for Borsk Fey'la, or try to locate a missing imperial messenger droid before the emperors can. 1996 ... 96 pages... WEG 40134 ... ISBN 0874312841Cania on Amazon Secrets of Sisar Run (Shadows of empire) I love the cover of The Long-Legged Fighting Blonde by Greg & Tim Hildebrandt. The run to cargo was too
good to be true: big profits and minimal risk. However, these profits come at a high cost, as a group of young smugglers initiate ore on to find out when they are being pulled into the centre of Sisar Run's most dangerous crime factory. You can't trust anyone and there's no way out, with enemies lurking in the shadows and danger in every star port. Can your
characters survive after learning Cesar's running secrets? A campaign for smugglers that includes characters and situations presented in the shadows of the Empire. 1997 ... 96 pages... WEG 40136 ... ISBN 0874312906 Buy on Amazon Cracken's threat file delve into the secret files of New Republic Intelligence and learn the inside story about some of the
biggest threats the New Republic has ever faced! Join General Irene Kraken for a guided tour of the Pan Cluster, tangled with the forces of Neil Spar and The Defender of Yabiten, Or match the wits with the Human League on Corellia.Cracken's Threat Dossier is a companion to seven Star Wars novels, detailing the ships, characters, aliens, locations, and
history featured in these moving stories: * Discover the danger and intrigue of the Hapan cluster or relive the battle against warlord Zsinj's fleet from Dave Wolverton's courtship of Princess Leia. * Follow the events of Fleet crisis from Michael P. Cobb-McDowell before the storm, the dictator's shield of lies and test.* Explore the mysteries of the Curly sector
and the Starbuster plot from Roger McBride Allen's ambush in Correlia, assault in Salonia, and a confrontation at the center. Each record contains research describing the novel's events, as well as dozens of game statistics and background information, so game managers can incorporate this material into a Star Wars role-playing campaign. 1997 ... 144
pages... WEG 40139 ... ISBN 0874315042 Buy Amazon Star Wars Trilogy Sourcebook: A special edition to rediscblance a universe of brave heroes, villains and villains, fantastic technology, exotic regions. Rebel allied forces are fighting a desperate battle against the evil empire in a civil war spanning a galaxy. If the rebellion fails, countless millions will be
crushed beneath the heels of imperial tyranny... From corosent's blazing screams to the fiery dune sea of Tatooine, the secrets of the Star Wars universe are at your fingertips in the Star Wars trilogy's origin book, Special Edition. This fully indexed volume includes dozens of exciting new artworks and photographs, as well as detailed game statistics and
background information of the characters, ships, planets, creatures and locations from the Star Wars trilogy, Special Edition. 1997 ... 192 pages (hard sebar) ... WEG 40089 ... ^^^^ Galaxy Guides | 1st Ed. Adventure | 2nd Ed. Adventure | Original Books - Sunday and 2 | Original Books - Novels and Graphic Novels | Adventure Diaries | SW Accessories | SW
Micro Machinery | | Approximately 2300 | 7th Sea | P.S. | Results! | Albedo | Aliens | Ardoyne | Intermittent | Amazing Engine | Inbar Dijssels | Ares Magica | Atlantis | Babylon 5 | T.T. Board Games / War Games - Other | Boot Hill | Buck Rogers | Bushido | Reading of Kathwalhu | Falkenstein Castle | Chill | Knighthood and Witchcraft | Conan | Cyberpunk |
Commando Cyborg | Dark Conspiracy | DC Heroes | Dudlands | Doctor Who | DragonQuest | Dream Park | Dune | Dungeons &amp; Dragons | Dying Earth | Dirt Top | Alpacost | Alaric / Storm Brings | Everway | Fantasy Trip | Foreign Role Playing | Game of Thrones | Gamma World | Gang Busters | Korg Equipment | Ghostbusters | Gorpas | Harn | High
Fantasy | Indiana Jones | James Bond | Juvana | Judge Dredd | Tzaddikim | Live Steel | Masters of Creation | Man, Myth and Magic | Marvel Superheroes | Middle Earth Role Playing | Medekemia | Military Role Playing Pool | The End of the Millennium | Mislana | Project Morrow | Myth - Dangerous Journeys | Nightlife | Pendragon | Phoenix Command |
Powers and Dangers | Red Sonya | Deserter Legion | Steel Riddle | Ring World | Robotch | Role Choir | P.S. | Shadow-Ron | Shattering Area | Sovereign Stone | Area 1889 | Spice Master | Space Opera - Other Windshields | Ace Star | Star Borders | Star Trek | Star Wars | Super RPGs | Talisman | Talisman | Tacomel | Terminator 2 | World of Thieves | Time
Manager | Top Secret | Travellers | Tribe 8 | Tunnels &amp; Trolls | Twilight: 2000 | Villains and Vigilantes | Warhammer | Whispering Safe | Arava | Witchcraft | Jagrth | Build Campaign | RPG Magazines | Avalanches | Givat Aalun | Bard | Osium | Columbia Games | Dream Food 9 | Fantasy Unlimited Games (FGU) | FASA | Buffalo Flying | Game Designers
Workshop (GDW) | Game Skele code | Game Science | Game Workshop | Association of Judges | Top Edge Games | Mayfair Games | Meta-Tracker | Pacemaker | Palladium | SPI | Steve Jackson Games | Terry Tech | TSR | Victory Games | West End Games | White Wolf | Beach Wizards | Yakinto Press | Come Home | What's New | Create
WaynesBooks.com |
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